Case Management Software
For public health and social services

What is Olive?
Olive was designed to bring public health and social services case management to the cloud
in a way that’s surprisingly easy and cost-effective. Best of all, Olive results in better client
care while helping ensure you are compliant. Peace of mind.
●

We serve public health and social services worldwide.
● We solve non-compliant client documentation.
● Loss prevention and increased productivity for your organization.

Audit Compliance
Olive is 100% audit compliant.
We have a solid track record of working with public health, human, and social services
agencies to ensure their case management programs are fully audit compliant. We built our
audit experience into Olive, so you can have peace of mind. Audit requests for information
are easily accessed and always compliant. In this way, you can be sure your billing is
accurate and will result in you keeping your money by avoiding costly audit exception
chargebacks.

Collaboration Is Key
Continually providing the best product on the market needs to be an ongoing, collaborative
effort to building long-lasting, beneficial relationships.
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Reporting
With custom built-in reporting, you will be one step ahead in providing the absolute best
care for your clients.

Mobile Ready
Olive was designed with mobile-first in mind so your experience will be enjoyable from
start to finish on your favorite laptop or mobile device.
Secure and Compliant
We partnered with Microsoft and utilize their Azure cloud services to ensure Olive uses the
latest in security for HIPAA compliance.
Features
●

Identify client needs based upon specific assessment criteria that is customizable
per organizational needs (public health, social work, vocation services and more)

●

Evaluate outcomes and service effectiveness while maintaining compliance with
intelligent reporting

●

Complete audit compliance with input validation, duplicate data entry prevention,
audit logs, access control and more

●

Audit compliance will significantly decrease chargebacks from state agencies
resulting in more funds available to increase staff or other beneficial programs

●

Worry-free billing because Olive ensures 100% compliance

●

Full-featured Tuberculosis monitoring and tracking built-in

●

Set client appointments, events, and reminders with friendly reminders

●

Track follow-up visits and receive alerts via email and website notifications

●

Track work times and verify case manager workloads
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●

Modern software architecture designed for speed, scalability and longevity running
on Microsoft Azure

●

Secure API for consumption by all modern EHRs and services

"Olive is truly liberating to staff that spend too much time writing handwritten notes in the
home and then traveling back to the office to document. This technology is reflective of what
we do in public health, enabling public health professionals to be more available and present
for their patients as well as including the necessary components for reimbursement and for
documenting vital data and outcome measures."
Sandra Copley
Former maternal child adolescent health director and field nursing manager for Santa
Barbara County.
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